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TEN of us took a different look at "Books for Children and Youth" one summer. Our enthusiasm was tinged with a bit of unrest; our joy in books tempered by a feeling of concern. Too frequently we had heard that books, as we had known and used them, were on their way out, to be replaced by various electronic devices and swiftly prepared materials emerging from a machine at the touch of a button.

The class members and the teacher tried to be modern. We attempted to be imaginative about this, but always we came back to the fact that books had been one of the chief and unfailing sources of those delightful brushes with magic which make one sure that life, no matter what, can be warm and lovely, delightful and exciting. The specter of what our lives might have been without books and reading haunted us.

Through the summer we read widely, talked and discussed, enjoyed our reading partners, renewed companionship with old favorites, and discovered new books. We reported to each other on the titles we called "terrible awfuls," the "good enough to buy" ones, and talked with genuine enthusiasm about the ones which were akin to hyacinths for our souls. But all the time, like an irritating sore, the threat of losing books, for young and old and all in between, kept rising to the surface of our awareness.

Finally we had to stop other pursuits to dream about a course in literature so taught from nursery school through senior high and college that life-long readers were created; children, young adults, and oldsters who simply had to keep reading because the last encounter with a book had been soul-satisfying and the next might bring another such moment, fully savored and long remembered.

It might have been a reading moment filled with quietness and peace, beauty and enchantment. The book might have brought a laugh or a sigh, giggles or tears, identification or quiet contemplation. Faith may have been strengthened, resolves born anew, dreams awakened, or conflicts and values...
clarified. Most often insights and understandings had been heightened; sensitivity increased. It was through reading that we had begun to know the oneness of man as through the ages, with triumphs and despair, he had sought a fuller meaning of his role as a human being. Sometimes the gifts from books had come slowly for there had to be time to consider carefully, to mull over, to think through. Other times they were like skyrockets—a series of illuminating flashes against a darkening sky.

Evidently some people felt that the world might move ahead just as comfortably and just as well without authors and their writings. True it would go on, but surely not as well. We were aghast at the price some generations, unknowingly, might have to pay for bookless lives.

What books did we want to include as the enduring core of the literature-for-all-ages class? Simply a vast multitude of titles, each and every one with real literary merit, from which a student might freely pick and choose. Many books would, of course, be from the lists of the past, others from the current publications.

From Heart to Heart


These things had helped reading become distasteful to some girls and many boys. These could be pitfalls to our dream of literature classes for all ages. What we needed was a way to pass from heart to heart the intangible riches which can come from a close relationship with books.

Colin A. Scott, who taught at the Boston Normal School more than fifty years ago, gave us our guideline. In an article published in October 1909, in Education, Dr. Scott said,

Nothing is taught until it is learned. Nothing is learned until it is loved and willed an essential and indispensable portion of life. . . . The other kinds of learning will not die, they do not need to die because they were never alive. Their phrases may be learned by rote, may be carved in marble or melted into bronze, may be required by examinations, and solidified into courses of study, and yet they never come alive. They never pass from heart to heart, they are never really taught. Only that which reproduces itself continuously by passing from one to another is alive.

Thus began our search for books which we felt were “an essential and indispensable portion of life,” ones which could be passed from heart to heart.

We continued making reading records about the books but to résumés of the choice ones something new was added. Now came the phrases, “For a literature class K—H.S.—College,” “A book to span the spaces between hearts,” or “This can become a hyacinth, a seren-
dipity, or a brush with magic for many readers."

How do we send messages about books from one heart to another? How had good books entered the mainstream of each of our lives? Who had helped us become devoted readers?

This time the answers came more slowly and were carefully considered by these teachers who worked with 5, 6, 7 year olds right on through young adults of 18 and 19 years.

My mother read aloud to the whole family.

My teacher read *The Secret Garden* to us and we loved it.

My mother kept good books close at hand. I always had something new and interesting to read.

My wicker chair was the most comfortable, secure spot in the world, there I sat and rocked and read to my heart's content.

No one hurried me at the library. I sampled, mused, and mulled over as I selected.

Giggling about naughty Peter Rabbit.

Standing taller because of Johnny Tremain and the patriots of his time.

The lump in my throat when Skeeter said good-bye to Lady.

My teacher used to bring a whole cart full of books into the room. She would talk about each one and sometimes give one or two a special sort of pat. I could hardly wait to look at them.

My impatience as I watched my family settle down for an evening of reading. Like
Rufus M. I could hardly wait to join the group.

Finding out bits about authors and illustrators. I met Leonard Weisgard and was thrilled. Learning that Sendak always puts a picture of his dog in his books; sure enough Jenny turned up in Hector Protector.

Realizing that I had been dodging an issue and that I, like Amos Fortune, must face it.

Finding that others had survived their first love affair and their seventeenth summer.

The strange sights, varied sounds, and pungent smells evoked by the Goddens' books on India.

Laughing wryly at the basic truths undergirding the spoof, Up The Ivy.

The atmosphere of magic and wonder of a silvery night surrounding the moon jumpers.

The pangs and pains of growing up relived with Miguel, Dave, and Joey.

Loving and being loved. Being a part of Laura Ingalls Wilder's family.

Sharing a pet like Rascal.

Finding courage to face the unknown, the frightening. I think of Sarah wrapping her mother's coat more closely about her.

Becoming hilarious at the utter absurdity of Mr. Popper's adapting his life to that of his penguins.

The strange blending of the now with the past at Green Knowe.

Crossing the narrow edge of reality with Arrietty.

Facing the need for action and racing to warn the Indians with Caddie.

Sharing the wisdom of Charlotte.

Excitedly reading on even though you know the inevitable end of Vulpes. Every page is tinged with deep regret.

Dreaming with Sara Carew.

Feeling a surge of hope each time you feel the brush of a dawn wind.

Realizing that life calls for sacrifices as you think of Carolina and her doll.

Slowing down my reading pace so that I might not miss a word of the beautiful prose in The Once and Future King.

**Through Time and Space**

These were some of our remembered brushes with magic—only a few of the many. Over and over we had been saying that within the pages of books authors had captured and shared with us startling beauty and a depth of perception. They had given us insights into ourselves and others. We had gained perspective; could even laugh at ourselves. Through books we had come to cherish more fully kindness and compassion, humility and courage, integrity and loyalty. Through books we had been able to become part of the lives of the great, the near great, and the tawdry. Life had been vastly extended for us far beyond the confines of any three score and ten years as we had roamed through time and space with books.

As a group the class went back over their findings, faced the practical problems, and decided as a first step to set up literary shelves for many age groups. I had to laugh as I looked around the class. The kindergarten and the first grade teachers were reaching for Peter Rabbit while the twelfth grade teacher put a protective hand over To Kill a Mockingbird. We had already begun to translate our thinking into action. A second step came when we decided that many books could appear on two or more "shelves."

Next steps emerged: We could duplicate packets of our best reviews for all of the teachers in the system. An emphasis would be put on the values of reading aloud at every level. The best book lists,
suggested buying guides, the best writing about literature would be put into every school in multiple copies. Ordering of books and keeping up to date about them would be made as easy as possible. And as a school system we would take a serious look at the materials and methods now used in teaching reading.

Throughout all of the preceding steps, and the ones still to emerge, an emphasis was to be maintained on the joys and satisfactions to be found in books and reading. For after one brush with magic a child or adult becomes a purveyor of books and more books to others. Thus every teacher, each librarian, the eager reader, many parents, editors, illustrators, and authors automatically become teachers of our dreamed of class, "Literature for All Ages." Those whose hearts are filled to overflowing with beautiful and powerful books consciously spill this richness into the lives of every, well almost every, boy and girl.

Note: Characters or incidents from books are named in the following sequence in Dr. Harbage’s article:


